Standard tests ability to measure impact forces reduction on mats
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Abstract. Landing is one of the most important and dangerous actions that a gymnast takes. Although landing mats are supposed to meet standard criteria, the number of injuries in this action continues being high, which has raised questions as to the validity of the standard. In this study was analysed the effect of the mat on different kinematical and kinetic variables during gymnast landing, and it was examined the validity of normative tests to predict such variables. 5 elite gymnasts performed several landings on a sample of 6 mats previously selected on the basis of their mechanical behaviour. Maximum vertical reaction forces and peak tibial and forehead acceleration were analysed, with average maximum reaction force of 4450 ± 195.34 N, and 15.57 ± 0.54 g and 4.72 ± 0.55 g on tibial and forehead acceleration respectively. Gymnasts modulate execution based on mat properties, and not all the biomechanical variables studied are faithfully reproduced in the mechanical tests of the standard, which could have some influence on the occurrence of certain injuries.
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1. Introduction

In gymnastics, the main mechanical loads gymnasts face in their training and competition take place during the landing [1]. Landing is not only relevant for the final competition score but also because it is an action that entails a high risk of injury, mainly due to the high impact magnitudes and to instability on the mat [2].

Between 55-65% of injuries in gymnastics occur on the lower extremities; they are related with high repetition frequencies [7], 50-70% of lower limb injuries occurring on the tibiotalar and knee joints [8]. Several authors [6,8,9] argue that poor sporting materials and equipment can be linked to an increased injury rate. In this regard, in gymnastics, mats are one of the most important protective elements and a major extrinsic injury factor [10]. If we also consider that high heights can be reached during the flight of almost 4 m [11,12], then mats play an important shock absorption role: the higher the flight, the greater the impact forces at landing: between 10-14 times the gymnast’s weight [1,3,13,14].

In comparison with other sports [15,16,17], gymnasts do not use shoes that can protect them from high impact magnitudes or improve stability. Mats are for them the only element between their feet and the floor and therefore a possible injury factor [2,18]. Hence, mat properties play a very important role, and standards like the Fédération Internationale de Gymnastique (FIG) or the European Regulation (E.N. 12503 -1) try to lay down strict and specific criteria for the properties and features of the mats.

But, despite such rules, the incidence of injuries on mats has important effects [2,9,19]. This could be due to several reasons: 1) the mats used may not conform to the standards, in which case their use should be banned [this is not likely to be the case, at least in important competitions], 2) normative mechanical tests may not correctly simulate body/mat interaction or the strategies used by gymnasts during landing [9,19,20], and 3) normative mechanical tests may not record all the relevant properties and features of the mat such as recovery speed or arealastic and homogeneous behaviour [4].

Based on the above, the main goals of the study were: (a) to analyse the effect during landing on several mat types on kinetic (reaction forces) and kinematic variables (tibial and forehead acceleration) related to...
landing impacts, and (b) to examine the validity of normative tests to predict these biomechanical variables.

2. Methodology

Prior to conducting the biomechanical tests, mats were selected on the basis of their mechanical features according to EN 12503. To that end, 23 mat prototypes were produced, their structures and materials being similar to those of gymnastics mats. 1 x 1 x 0.2 m test tubes were extracted from the prototypes in order to test them against standard “EN 12503-4:2001 Determination of shock absorption test” (Figure 1). Using a uniaxial accelerometer (ISO 6487) and a 500 Hz sampling frequency, the decelerations of a 20 kg mass was recorded when it impacted the mat after falling from a 0.8 m height. This operation was repeated 10 times on each mat.

![Figure 1.- EN 12503-4:2001 “Determination of shock absorption test”](image)

Through the Matlab.6® application, maximum values were obtained for the shock absorption, deflection and resilience curves of each mat. Later, using the SPSS.10® statistical package, a dispersion and variance analysis (ANOVA) was conducted, with multiple post hoc comparisons (Bonferroni) for differences with a p < 0.05 significance level.

Five top male gymnasts participated in the biomechanical tests voluntarily (weight: 68 ± 5.9 kg, height: 1.7 ± 0.07 m). All subjects were informed verbally and in writing about the nature of the study, including all potential risks. Written informed consent was obtained prior to participation and the ethics committee of the University of Valencia granted ethical approval. Each gymnast jumped 5 times from a platform at 0.8 m from the ground (a similar height to the one specified by the standard for a 20Kg mass) on each of the mats selected.

As in other studies, the type of jump used was a “Drop landing”, modified as follows: (a) gymnasts let themselves fall in such a way that the height did not surpass 0.8 m, (b) their hands were to remain on the hip during execution, (c) the centre of gravity had to remain as vertical as possible, minimising horizontal displacement, and (d) the gymnast had to become stable as soon as possible after contacting the mat, without jumping. To get familiar with the type of jump, before the test, the gymnasts warmed up, performing 5 of the jumps previously described. During the tests, to avoid possible fatigue, 30 seconds were allowed for between jumps on the same mat and 3 minutes between different mats. Variables and instruments are listed next:

- Reaction forces were obtained by means of a dynamometric platform, Dinascal/IBV® 8.1 (500 Hz), fitted under the mat.
- Tibial and forehead acceleration were measured by two uniaxial low-mass accelerometers, 3031 ICSENSORS® (500 Hz) and Giles® (750 Hz).

Data were analysed by MATLAB 6®, signal curves being obtained according to time; the following parameters were selected:

- Maximum vertical reaction forces (Fmax),
- Peak tibial (TD) and forehead acceleration (HD).

The statistical processing of the parameters using SPSS.10® consisted of:

(a) Outliers analysis: exploratory analysis of the parameters obtained in the curves of the signals obtained (using simple box diagrams, summarised by case groups). This allowed us to eliminate data points...
considered to be outliers.

(b) A variance test: ANOVA using mat and gymnast with fix variable, and mechanical and biomechanical factors as dependent variables analysis. The factorial model used was completed with type III squares addition. Significant differences were assessed via multiple post hoc comparisons (Bonferroni) for the means per gymnast and mat, with descriptive statistics that used a p<0.05 significance level (95% confidence interval).

(c) A correlation analysis (Pearson), between biomechanical and standard mechanical variables, a p<0.05 significance level being established (95% confidence interval).

3. RESULTS.

3.1. Results of mechanical tests conducted on the mats:

The ANOVA of each variable analysed in the E.N 12503-4:2001 tests on a sample of 23 mats showed significant differences between mats (p < 0.05) and a wide range of results in shock absorption (10.1m/s² / 20.8 m/s²), deflection (106.1mm / 190.2 mm) and resilience (17.4% / 41.4%). These findings allowed us to select a sample of 6 mats with significant mechanical behaviour differences (Figure 2).

3.2. Results of gymnast tests:

Three phases were identified in the landing: (1) phase 1 included the gymnast’s take off and flight towards the mat, (2) phase 2 covered impact and subsequent stabilisation on the mat, and (3) phase 3 constitutes the end of the landing, when the gymnast goes back to a standing position. As per the goals set by the study, these are the most relevant results of phase 2.

Deceleration values clearly showed a typical curve (Figure 3) with 2 peaks on tibia (DT1 and DT2) and forehead (HD1 and HD2). Mean tibia values were 4 times higher than those recorded for the forehead: DT1 = 15.57 ± 0.54 g and DT2 = 11.62 ± 0.69 g for tibia accelerations, and HD1 = 4.72 ± 0.55 g and HD2 = 3.05 ± 0.27 g for forehead accelerations. Vertical ground reaction force values drew a typical curve with a clearly identifiable peak (Fmax) whose mean value was 4450 ± 195.34 N. Mean impact magnitude (times body weight) was different for each mat: 6.9 BW (M1), 7.4 BW (M2), 7.4 BW (M3), 6.3 BW (M4), 6.1 BW (M5) and 5.9 BW (M6).
The ANOVA between the analysed variables showed that they were dependent on the type of mat, some of them having significant differences (p<0.05) (Table 1).

Table 1: ANOVA results for the studied variables (mean ± SD, N=5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M3</th>
<th>M4</th>
<th>M5</th>
<th>M6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fmax</td>
<td>4605.67</td>
<td>4918.77</td>
<td>4903.94</td>
<td>4201.83</td>
<td>4105.31</td>
<td>3966.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(215.24)</td>
<td>(247.93)</td>
<td>(194.81)</td>
<td>(186.22)</td>
<td>(196.58)</td>
<td>(196.58)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.91)</td>
<td>(1.54)</td>
<td>(0.80)</td>
<td>(0.94)</td>
<td>(0.89)</td>
<td>(0.89)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.85)</td>
<td>(0.55)</td>
<td>(0.39)</td>
<td>(0.39)</td>
<td>(0.39)</td>
<td>(0.39)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) with respect to M1.
2 Statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) with respect to M2.
3 Statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) with respect to M3.
4 Statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) with respect to M4.
5 Statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) with respect to M5.
6 Statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) with respect to M6.

Finally, the analysis of correlations for parametric tests (Pearson) between the different biomechanical variables (Fmax, TD1 and HD1) analysed in the gymnasts, and also between them and the mechanical variables produced some significant correlations (p<0.01) (Table 2).

Table 2: Correlation results (Pearson) between biomechanical and mechanical variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MECHANICAL AND BIOMECHANICAL VARIABLES (p &lt; 0.01)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shock absorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fmax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD1 and TD2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. DISCUSSION

The analysis of gymnasts’ kinetic and kinematic variables during landing has been approached in different ways. Some authors [21,22] have studied landing taking into account the range of motion of the lower extremities. Others [2,5,8,18], however, like in our study, have analysed landing using different mat types and considering the effects of the mat on the gymnast’s execution.
In this regard, as far as reaction forces during landing are concerned, peak forces reached around 7 BW (4450 ± 195.34 N), which are in fact rather high. These results are similar to those reported in the literature\(^{[3,7,11,23]}\). Thus, the force/time chart presents a curve characterised by a first peak on the vertical component in the first 30-50 ms after the impact\(^{[21,22]}\), with values ranging from 5.9 BW to 7.4 BW. These values are higher than those described for other sport actions such as racing; 2.3 BW\(^{[24]}\), 1.6-3.0 BW\(^{[25]}\), or landing after jumping in basketball: 2.5-2.8 BW\(^{[16]}\). However, when landing takes place from greater heights than those in our study, gymnasts can surpass 10 BW\(^{[11,14,28]}\), which could damage the gymnast’s internal structures if the impact’s magnitude is too large\(^{[26]}\).

This impact magnitude during landing can be modified by the technique used\(^{[9,11,22,25]}\), and by the properties of the mat\(^{[6,8,21]}\), as shown by the results of our study, with a 10% reduction on times body weight between mat M6 and mat M1.

As for the acceleration variables studied, there are no published studies for gymnastics analysing impact on the forehead. However, Nigg\(^{[27]}\) obtained maximum tibia decelerations of 28-35 g on mats. These magnitudes are higher if compared with the acceleration values obtained for other actions like walking: 1-5 g\(^{[28]}\), running: 12 g\(^{[29]}\), or after jumping: over 25 g\(^{[28]}\).

The results of our study showed an acceleration/time curve with two peaks, the first one being higher than the second one (Figure 3). The values obtained for the tibia were 4 times greater than for the forehead (15.57 ± 0.54 g vs 4.72 ± 0.55 g for the first peak and 11.62 ± 0.69 g vs 3.05 ± 0.27 g for the second one), which points to the great shock absorption effect of the lower limb joints, as shown by kinematics studies\(^{[2,5,8,11]}\). Statistically significant differences were found (Table 1) (p<0.05) in the maximum tibia and forehead values depending on the type of mat, values being higher for those mats with greater shock absorption values in the mechanical tests: M1, M2 and M3 (Figure 2).

Regarding standard tests, not all the selected samples accomplished with established criteria, but as for the mat, despite complying with the standard in the shock absorption results, it does not seem to be sufficient for reducing the impact and so the gymnast is forced to use other mechanisms like, for instance, a foot-supinating movement on harder mats, with a pronating action when mat deformation is greater\(^{[18]}\), and a supinating one when it is smaller. This could be useful for better understanding the mechanics used by the gymnast to stabilise and for the analysis of certain injury factors, as is the case with epidemiological studies on sports footwear\(^{[15]}\).

The correlation analysis (Pearson) conducted on the variables analysed in the gymnasts allowed us to demonstrate some interesting links in the kinetics and kinematics of landing. The results cause us to think that landing has a high potential for injuries if impact forces are high\(^{[25,30]}\), as the misalignment of the extremities in respect of the mat could lead to injuries\(^{[27]}\). Besides, if we take mat deformation into account, the mat could really endanger the joints involved, as poor shock absorption could lead to an increased load on the lower extremities, particularly on biological tissues like ligaments, muscular tendons, bones, and joint cartilages\(^{[9]}\); if their tolerance were surpassed, the metatarsal bones and the navicular bone could be fractured, for instance\(^{[31]}\).

Apart from execution, a protection element like the mat could reduce the number of injuries provided it has the best properties for rapid shock absorption and gymnast stabilisation. However, several authors\(^{[7,9]}\) have stated that the criteria for evaluating the properties of mats are based on the need to establish some uniformity in the equipment during competition permits and not on the distribution of impacts through the musculoskeletal system. Other important factors are also overlooked, i.e. height from which landing starts\(^{[14]}\), the different participation of the legs\(^{[22]}\), individual strategies\(^{[29]}\), type of landing\(^{[11,22]}\), etc.

Some of the results obtained in this study allow us to take the hypothesis further that normative trials based on mechanical tests do not really show what actually happens\(^{[2,9,10,19]}\) and therefore do not adequately predict some biomechanical variables that affect major injury mechanisms in gymnastics\(^{[4]}\). In this regard, the correlations analysis (Pearson) (Table 2) between the mechanical variables of the mat and the biomechanical variables of the gymnast shows that:

a) The standard’s criteria for shock absorption are related with kinetic and kinematic variables analysed in gymnasts (for similar height). It is related positively with first maximum tibial and forehead acceleration.
That is the increase acceleration in standard test involved increase in maximum tibial and forehead acceleration, therefore it involved a great absorption by gymnast.

b) The criteria laid down by the standard for deflection are related with the acceleration peaks on tibia/forehead and time landing, in such a way that increased deflection reduces the magnitude of the impact but the gymnast takes longer to stabilise and to stop on the mat.

Also, to understand others kinematics adaptations, different studies have focused on landing [2,3,8,11,18,21,22] modifying the range of motion on the lower extremities as well as the jump height or the type of mat. These studies show that, depending on the landing technique used, significant differences can be found in the different kinematics variables, such as an increase joint flexion degree on the lower extremities when surface stiffness rises [7]. In this way, the impact is largely absorbed by the musculotendinous system, preventing bone and joint tissues from suffering potentially damaging stress; once the lowest point is reached, extension is started until stabilisation on the mat is reached.

5. CONCLUSIONS:

Results show that mat properties influence both the kinetics and kinematics of the gymnast. In this respect, gymnasts modulate their performance to adapt to the features of the mat but, with some high impact magnitudes that occur in gymnast, the shock absorption ability of the locomotor system seems to be conditioned. By considering all these aspects, although the normative trial helps predict the magnitudes of the impact and its transmission for a 0.8 m height, magnitudes obtained in vertical reaction forces, and peak tibial and forehead acceleration were different that literature shows in competition. This aspect should be further studied and with landing heights similar to those used in competition; if necessary, the normative trial should be modified to try to simulate landings more in line with reality.
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